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About Us
We operate as both the Arthur N. Ulrich Company and RedHawk Energy Systems, LLC.

Arthur N. Ulrich Company
The Arthur N. Ulrich Company was founded in 1958 and today is a third-generation family
owned, operated and managed manufacturer’s representative agency.
Website: www.anu-co.com

RedHawk Energy Systems, LLC
RedHawk Energy Systems helps customers tackle their critical prime and back-up wayside
power challenges with fully engineered and innovative solutions ranging from a few watts to
several kilowatts.
Website: www.redhawkenergy.net
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Batteries
SPL+ Ni-Cd

Trackside Power When It Matters Most
Saft’s SPL+ Ni-Cd Batteries are designed to provide standby power over
relatively long discharge periods for rail infrastructure applications such as
trackside power and signaling. SPL+ batteries build on the foundation of the
previous generation SPL batteries with improved charge and discharge
performance, extended range, extended storage and decreased watering needs
and expected service life of 20+ years.
Sizes:
SPL+80

SPL+200

SPL+380

SPL+100

SPL+250

SPL+420

SPL+130

SPL+290

SPL+470

SPL+165

SPL+340

SPL+510

TLX Ni-Cd

The Compact Solution for Rail Applications
Saft TLX Ni-Cd Batteries are high-energy, long-life, maintenance-free
replacements for VRLA batteries. The TLX is a perfect fit for limited
space railway signaling and infrastructure environments such as trackside
signals, switches, ups systems and other equipment to guarantee public
safety and ensure the effective control of trains and traffic.
Sizes:
TLX 80

TLX 150

TLX 100

TLX 180
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Batteries
Sunica.plus Ni-Cd

Ideal Energy Storage for Standalone Solar & Wind
Saft Sunica.plus Ni-Cd Batteries are purpose designed to provide the ideal
energy storage for standalone solar & wind applications. Sunica.plus batteries
offer a number of advantages beyond conventional batteries including:
operation in extreme temperatures, 20+ year life, 10,000 cycles at 15% depth
of discharge, low maintenance and excellent charge efficiency.
Sizes:
SUN+50

SUN+505

SUN+960

SUN+1420

SUN+100

SUN+555

SUN+1015

SUN+1470

SUN+150

SUN+610

SUN+1065

SUN+1520

SUN+200

SUN+660

SUN+1115

SUN+1570

SUN+250

SUN+710

SUN+1170

SUN+1620

SUN+305

SUN+760

SUN+1215

SUN+1670

SUN+355

SUN+810

SUN+1270

SUN+1720

SUN+405

SUN+860

SUN+1320

SUN+1775

SUN+455

SUN+910

SUN+1370

SUN+1830

JITE Lead Crystal Batteries
JITE Battery Technologies, Inc., is a high-tech company based in Ontario,
Canada providing patented lead-crystal batteries with superior performance to
replace existing lead acid batteries including GEL batteries and AGM batteries
in compact wayside applications, like switch machines among others.
JITE Lead Crystal Batteries use a special advanced technology formula, a new
type of composite Si02 electrolyte instead of traditional sulphuric acid
solution. It effectively overcomes the disadvantages of traditional lead acid
battery like plate sulphation, active material loss, high water loss rate, serious
acid pollution, poor low temperature performance, short life cycle, poor
transport safety and other flaws.
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Sizes:
5Ah to 3000Ah (12V)
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Battery Chargers
MRHF

Modular Railroad Battery Charger
The newly developed La Marche MRHF Railroad Battery Charger uses
modular High-Frequency fanless design developed specifically for the
demanding use of rail and transit agencies wanting increased operational
efficiencies and higher power factors. It’s modular design enables power
modules to be easily swapped out for maintenance and replacement in the
field while maintaining redundancy.

A75R

Robust Railroad Battery Charger
The La Marche A75R Railroad Battery Charger uses proven Silicon
Controlled Rectifier (SCR) charging technology with extensive surge and
lightning protection, a rich feature set, and a very conservative thermal
design for the utmost reliability in demanding wayside environments. The
A75R is available in several configurations and is developed specifically
for use in harsh railroad signaling, highway crossing, and communications
applications

RHF

Compact Railroad Battery Charger
The La Marche RHF Railroad Battery Charger features a High-Frequency
design paired with enhanced communication capabilities for wayside
applications where space is at a premium. Compared to traditional SCR
railroad battery chargers, high-frequency designs like the RHF improve
operational efficiencies & power factor and feature a significantly reduced
footprint (size & weight).

SC3

Portable Single Cell Battery Charger
Keeping spare batteries handy is a proactive way to mitigate system downtime when a battery fails. What is often overlooked is the need to maintain
the health of those spare batteries before they’re put into service.
La Marche’s new portable SC3 Single Cell Battery Charger is designed to
maintain the factory charge on batteries that have been in storage for long
periods of time in order to avoid premature battery failure. This portable
charger restores lost capacity, balances the specific gravity and reverses the
sulfation process that is known to degrade battery systems health.
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DC Power Systems
Telecom Power Systems

DC Power Supplies, Rack Mount Systems, N+1 Redundancy

LTP

Low Power (Rectifiers up to 1.44kW)

The La Marche LTP is a hybrid AC & DC system; it accommodates
rectifiers and inverter modules in one system. The LTP system operates
as an independent power supply (battery eliminator) and is suitable for
charging many types of batteries.

TPM

Medium Power (Rectifiers 4.5kW per shelf)

The La Marche TPM high-frequency switchmode rectifiers provide a
high power density solution in DC systems and operate as independent
power supplies.

LMHF

High Power (Rectifiers 24kW per shelf)

The La Marche LMHF high-frequency DC system is a highly compact
self-contained power system. The current limiting circuitry, voltage
regulation, high efficiency and high power factor make the LMHF an
ideal choice where power requirements are critical.

Battery Testers
RH-3 Tester

Portable Battery Capacity Tester
For a variety of reasons all batteries lose capacity over time. Determining
a battery’s true capacity cannot be accomplished by simply measuring the
voltage of the battery or its cells, even under load conditions. The only
reliable method of determining battery capacity is to measure the time
the battery takes to discharge into a known load. Built upon the foundation of the successful Microlynx M0024 Series Battery Testers, the newly
redesigned RH-3 Battery Tester from La Marche Manufacturing provides
enhanced capabilities and features in a convenient & portable package.
The RH-3 takes the guesswork out of determining the true health of your
battery system by providing convenient and automated capacity testing of
all battery technologies and a wide range of voltages.
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Solar Power Systems
Solar Power Systems
Prime & Backup Power

Solar Power Systems provide a reliable and proven source of DC power by converting sunlight directly into
electricity. Since the early 1980’s, we’ve provided hundreds of Solar Power Systems all across North America
from a few watts to several kilowatts for railroad wayside applications. Solar Power Systems are a good fit for
railroad wayside applications because when properly sized they’re very economical, require very little maintenance and have no ongoing fueling requirements. Over the years we’ve designed and offered a variety of
system configurations to meet virtually any of your budget and/or site requirements including our innovative
RP Series Retractable Mast. We offer a full range of site survey services and can also provide a high level of
customization based on customer requests.

RP Series Retractable Mast
Pioneer of Safety & Convenience

Our innovative RP Series Retractable Mast provides a safe
and convenient solution for mounting solar arrays and other
equipment to a pole structure at ground level. The system
can be raised and lowered via a hand-crank or power drill
for safe and easy installation, maintenance and replacement.
Due to the fact that the Mast raises and lowers along the
same axis, the system remains operational no matter what
position its in.
•

20’ 8” and 6” Schedule 40 Alunimum Masts
w/Retractable Sleeves

•

Heavy-Duty Dual Drive Gear Winch

•

Fail-Safe Fall Protection

•

Stainless Steel Hardware

•

Integrated Wiring Management

•

Optional - Tilt-Down Wind Generator Adaptor

www.anu-co.com

Raised Position

Lowered Position
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Solar Accessories
Battery Boxes

Heavy-Duty Battery Protection
Temperature extremes and unwanted exposure can place stress on your outdoor
critical battery system. Our Battery Boxes are designed to shield and protect
battery systems located in harsh outdoor environments. Constructed of
all-welded aluminum (steel constructon also available) these battery boxes
feature fully insulated paneling, a tamper resistant lockable lid, pre-fitted conduit
access, hinged lid & gas shock lift assist and 4X lifting eyes for easy placement.
Sizes:
•

Exterior Dimensions: 48”L x 36”W x 24”H
Interior Dimensions: 44.75”L x 32.75”W x 21”H

•

Exterior Dimensions: 54”L x 52”W x 24”H
Interior Dimensions: 50.75”L x 48.75”W x 21”H

•

Exterior Dimensions: 56”L x 56”W x 24”H
Interior Dimensions: 52.75”L x 52.75”W x 21”H

•

Exterior Dimensions: 68”L x 44”W x 24”H
Interior Dimensions: 64.75”L x 40.75”W x 21”H

* Custom sizes available upon request

SuperWind

Micro-Wind Turbines
Superwind Micro-Wind Turbines (350W & 1250W) provide a source of
supplemental DC power by capturing the energy of moving air and
converting it into electricity. Superwind Micro-Wind Turbines are made of
the highest quality components - salt water resistant aluminum alloy and
stainless steel for autonomous operation in any harsh environment.
Superwind Micro-Wind Turbines can be added to our Solar Power Systems
to provide supplemental power and improve overall system reliability.
Auto-Feathering Blade System
Patented Auto-Feathering Blade System prevents damage to the system when
wind speeds approach high levels by automatically and individually adjusting
the blade pitch to the wind force. When wind speeds lesson, the blades
automatically return to their normal position.
Dump Load Resistor
Superwind is one of the first and only turbine manufacturers to incorporate a
dump load resistor into their charge controller set. This allows the turbine to
be left “on”, allowing unattended operation when sufficient wind is available.
By charging batteries within the manufacturers specs and dumping the power
only after the batteries are fully charged, making the Superwind truly
autonomous, reliable and highly efficient.
www.anu-co.com

Superwind 350
•
•

350 Watts
12VDC, 24VDC, 48VDC

Superwind 1250
•
•

1250 Watts
24VDC, 48VDC
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Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
Ultra-USSI

250W Solid Oxide Fuel Cells
Ultra-USSI’s P250i Solid Oxide Fuel Cells provide a reliable source of
DC power by converting chemical energy into electricity. Powered by
low cost propane or natural gas, the P250i is capable of providing days,
weeks and even months of reliable, clean, extended-run backup power
protection to charge batteries at highway crossings, signals and other
equipment along the wayside during extended power outages and/or
to cover peak loads in hybrid applications.
Operation:
The P250i integrates seamlessly with the utility grid, generators,
batteries, solar & wind, solar charge controllers, DC-DC converters,
fused external communications, computers, modems and other
customer electronics. The P250i has the ability to sit in standby mode
for months to years at a time monitoring battery voltage and
automatically start when the batteries dip below a pre-determined
lower threshold voltage. After a 25-30 minute startup period, the fuel
cell will begin charging the batteries and powering the load. Once a
pre-determined upper threshold voltage is met, the P250i will begin to
cooldown and return to standby mode. The P250i runs only when its
called upon and in standby mode does not consume any fuel.
•

Continuous Charge Power: 250W

•

Operating Voltage: 12, 24, 48VDC

•

Operation in Hot, Cold, Wet and Dry Climates
-40°F to 158°F

•

Zero Maintenance (no oil changes, no routine
maintenance, no moving parts)

•

Telematics “Real-Time” Monitoring (Optional)

•

Design Life: 250 cycles / 3000 hours
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The P250i is a great alternative to
noisy, theft-prone, maintenance
intensive diesel/gas generators.
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Stirling Engines
Qnergy

PowerGen Stirling Engine Generators
Designed for rugged and remote operation, Qnergy’s PowerGen Series
Remote Power Generator provides reliable electrical power supply to the
most demanding and mission-critical loads. Based on Qnergy’s
no-maintenance and highly reliable PCK series Stirling engines, the
generator package can work seamlessly with a variety of fuel supplies,
including: natural gas, propane, ethane, biogas, and multiple associated
gas streams. By means of its flexible and modular design, this generator
package can be tailored to provide a broad range of power output
architectures (AC & DC) to meet the electrical requirements of each
specific site load. Assembled using lean manufacturing processes, the
PowerGen is built to meet strict quality standards. The integrated
components and controls are all designed to maximize the customer’s
ability to control and monitor their power-generation asset while
minimizing servicing of any kind.
Stirling Engines vs. Gas/Diesel Generators
Diesel/gas generators are widely used for power generation for railroad
wayside applications due to their high power, mass market availability
and low initial cost. What’s often overlooked is the on-going maintenance needs and associated expenses to keep diesel/gas generators
operational. You have to change the oil every few hundred hours,
rebuild the engine or even replace the generator entirely after just a few
years.
Wouldn’t it be nice if there was a power generating solution that could
run continously for 60,000 hours with little to no maintenance?
Sounds too good to be true, but in the case of Qnergy’s PowerGen
Stirling Engines you can have your cake and eat it too! As an
external combustion engine the PowerGen is capable of producing
steady, dependable power from 1.2kW up to 5.6kW for a variety of
critical railroad wayside applications.
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PowerGen 1200 Series (1.2kW)
PowerGen 5650 Series (5.6kW)
•

Continuous or Intermittent Power for
Remote Sites

•

Ultra-Quiet Operation

•

No Lubrication Required

•

Remote Monitoring & Control

•

Hermetically Sealed Engine for Zero
Maintenance

•

60,000 Hour Design Life
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